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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.WE TRUST we
are not laying ourself open to misconception when we describe Margot Asquith s daughter, the
Princess A. Bibesco, as a chip off the old block for so we gather from a perusal of her volume of
stories called "I Have Only Myself to Blame." Mamma Margot, you will recall, recently threw all the
small town spinsters into a flurry of haste to get her shocking memoirs from the public Library. We
notice it is still one of the six "non-fiction" books most in demand. (We were never quite certain
about classing it as "non-fiction.") Now follows the daughter, who is the wife of the Roumanian
Minister to these United States, with a collection of tales that other daughters should not permit
their mothers to read without first explaining Things to them, for mothers are usually ignorant of
the Facts of Life; and that the virginal sparrows who hop so eagerly over the lintels of New England
public libraries looking for intellectual crumbs will probably read with delicious horror and
profound misunderstanding. For...
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Reviews
Excellent e book and beneficial one. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You are going to like how the author publish this ebook.
-- Pr of. Tr iston Smitha m V
A very great ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It can be packed with wisdom and knowledge I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this
publication to learn.
-- Elena McLa ug hlin
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